
Room Four: Surviving a City in Ruins

Refugee Camps
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number of refugees, though, ended up in Oaklan
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were many private ones such as the Piedmont Sk
and the Spanish War Veterans Camp. In San Fra
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squares and parks, as seen in this silent film of a 
of wooden platforms, small shacks called earthqu
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Life in the official camps was run by the military.
spacing and clean surroundings of the refugee ten
a much harsher existence, scraping together what
themselves. 
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cans fled to all parts of the Bay Area and beyond.
d apprehension. For example, San Mateo County
r keeping order among its refugees. The largest
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t. Not all camps were sponsored by cities, there
ating Rink Camp, the John D. Rockefeller Camp,
ncisco, the refugees were provided homes primarily
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8,000 of San Francisco's 43,000 homeless were in
 throughout the city. Official camps were located
arbor View (Marina District), and the city's
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 Military order is clearly evident in the regular
ts. Those who chose not to live in the camps lived
ever materials they could find to provide a roof for

http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/eqf/audio/Refugees_Jefferson_Square.ram

